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Dear Readers,

Welcome to the September edition of The Good Life.

This month, Barry Ritholtz writes about The Bet. A decade ago,
Warren Buffett endorsed inexpensive passive-index investing over
expensive and active hedge-fund management. He put up a million
dollars to prove it and challenged all comers.

What’s the greatest investor of our era trying to teach us? Costs
matter, something we’ve been banging on about for just as long.

Good News … We’re Confident about the Future
We’re continually blown away by what’s happening in what we call
the EXPONENTIAL WORLD for a faster, easier, cheaper and
better future. These advances will make many existing companies
obsolete. Expect to see a substantial fall in the cost of living and
more people accessing services that once were only the preserve
of the rich.

This month, we have another broad collection of ideas and
inventions changing our world including 3D-printed biomaterials,
cancer-screening pens and gene-altering leukemia treatments.
Meanwhile, Mercedes will offer electric versions on all cars by
2022; John Deere is looking at sustainable agriculture through its AI
lab and an Indian software company is using drones to grow
forests. In California, Stanford is researching cooling systems that
don’t need electricity.

We’ve also included a list of the 12 jobs that robots are taking over
the quickest. Is your job safe?

Numbers – India
Let’s look at some basic numbers about India. How does it
compare with Australia across a number of economic measures?

India has higher inflation, more expensive petrol, higher
government debt, much, much lower household debt and the same
number of tourists. India also has double our total defence
expenditure and a lot, lot, lot more people … 54 times more than

Australia!

The Indian stockmarket has performed more like the US market since 2008, much better than the ASX.

Fixed Interest

Years 1 2 3 10 YTD
One- year 2.1 2.3 2.4 4.1 1.4

Two-year 2.4 2.7 2.8 4.6 1.9
Five-year 2.0 4.1 4.2 6.3 3.0

Long Term

Australian
Shares
Large 11.2 10.1 5.8 4.3 4.4
Value 18.3 15.0 7.4 4.1 4.3
Small 6.0 14.7 5.5 2.7 4.9

Global Shares
Large 11.5 5.7 12.2 5.0 4.3
Value 13.0 5.5 10.1 3.9 0.2
Small 12.3 6.7 13.4 6.8 1.6

Emerging
Markets

18.2 12.8 7.4 2.9 14.0

Real  Estate -6.7 8.4 10.3 -0.2 -1.8

Description of Indexes
One-year FI DFA Short-Term FI
Two-year FI DFA Two Yr Div. FI
Five-year FI DFA Five Yr Div. FI

Long-Term FI Bloomberg Aus Treas. 10+
Australian Large DFA Aus Large Co
Australian Value DFA Aus Value
Australian Small DFA Aus Small Co

Global Large DFA Global Large Co
Global Value DFA Global Value
Global Small DFA Global Small Co

Emerging
Markets

DFA Emerging Markets

Global Real
Estate

S&P/ASX 300 REIT Index

Data presented may be based on a
combinationof simulated and actual
returns.

Past performance is not
indicative of future performance.



Bet With Buffett, Not Against Him
The greatest investor of our era is trying to teach us all a lesson.

By Barry Ritholtz 21 September 2017,

There oughta be a law. Photographer: Frederic J. Brown/AFP/Getty Images

Do you want to bet with or against Warren Buffett?

That is a simple question. Yet it has surprisingly complex meanings and ramifications. It comes up today because of
several seemingly unrelated news items that are actually deeply entwined.

The first is a New York Post article with the headline, “Warren Buffett wins $1M bet made with hedgie a decade
ago” (which came out several days ago while I was away on vacation). The second was the Wall Street Journal’s report
about Harvard’s endowment with the headline, “Harvard Endowment Chief: 8% Return Is ‘Disappointing.’”

By now, you have surely heard about The Bet, especially if you work in money management. A decade ago, Buffett
endorsed inexpensive passive-index investing over expensive and active hedge-fund management. He put up a million
dollars to prove it and challenged all comers.

Over a 10-year period commencing on January 1, 2008 – and ending on December 31, 2017 – the S&P 500 will
outperform a portfolio of funds of hedge funds when performance is measured on a basis net of fees, costs and
expenses. 1

Ted Seides of Protege Partners LLC took up the wager. The bet doesn’t end for another three months, but given how far
behind he is, Seides has already conceded. As Buffett explained in his annual letter this year, the Standard & Poor’s
500 Index during that time period is up – including, as the bet specified, reinvested dividends – about 85% or about 7%
a year. Meanwhile, the best of the five funds selected by Seides was up 63% during the same period. The second best
was up 28% and the rest were up by less than 10% each. Not annually, mind you, but during the entire decade.

Although Seides has admitted defeat, he said he thinks that “doubling down on a bet with Warren Buffett for the next 10
years would hold greater-than-even odds of victory.” 2 Thus, despite spending $1 million in tuition at the University of
Buffett, he failed to learn the expensive lesson that Buffett has offered up to all of us.

It is very easy to look at the wager as a simple passive-versus-active challenge. Some Wall Street guys make noise
about their investing prowess and a testosterone-fuelled contest ensues.

But that isn’t the case here. First, Buffett himself is an active investor with an emphasis on finding undervalued assets.
He bet on an entirely different style than his own 3 – indexing – albeit one he has repeatedly endorsed over the years.

Second, this debate isn’t, as some others have described it, about active versus passive; rather, it is about cheap
versus expensive.



How do we know this? Buffett told us as much in the Berkshire’s 2005 annual letter to investors (page 18). It’s one and a
half pages out of 23 but readers can easily see his thinking.

Buffett tells a parable about a wealthy family – the Gotrocks – and the ‘frictions’ they encounter in trying to manage their
riches. They keep hiring costly helpers and then need consultants to manage all of those helpers. Eventually, the
Gotrocks become the Hadrocks. Their expensive activity cost them dearly, leading Buffett to muse about Sir Isaac
Newton’s fourth undiscovered law of motion: “For investors as a whole, returns decrease as motion increases.”

At the risk of projecting too much of my own belief system onto Buffett’s parable, I read this as a stern warning to
institutional investors, foundations, pensions, endowments 4 and wealthy families: You are probably wasting your
money on expensive advisers.

The rise of low-cost indexing during the past few years has been credited – or blamed, depending upon who pays your
salary – on a variety of factors: the great financial crisis, the dot-com crash and high-frequency trading, to name the
usual suspects.

Now, we have one more to add to the list: Buffett himself. I suspect that many who have been considering why indexing
has become as popular as it has may be underestimating the impact his repeated advice to buy low-cost indexes has
had on his many loyal followers. I know I have underestimated it. Bogle’s Folly, as the first index fund was derisively
described, seems to have morphed into Buffett’s Revenge.

This is more than a mere dis of hedge-fund managers by Berkshire’s chairman -- he again trashed high fees at this
year’s annual meeting. Bloomberg News reported he even compared money spent on plumbers as “more value added”
than the fees paid to hedge-fund managers.

Which leads us to Buffett’s motivation in making the bet. The world’s fourth-richest person doesn’t need the money. Nor
does he need any further bragging rights about his investing prowess.

Here’s my best guess: Buffett is trying to teach the rest of the world of investing and money management a very simple
yet elusive lesson.Costs matter. Although the dumb money seems to have figured this out, many of those working
in finance either have yet to do so or don’t want to recognise it.

Warren Buffett made a bet and won. Which side of it do you want to be on?

1. The details are at Long Bets, a site that is part of the Long Now Foundation.
2. I am quite tempted to take the bet myself.
3. That Buffett selected an index as his investment choice over his own Berkshire Hathaway is very interesting. It's hard for anyone to beat the

market, including Buffett himself. A returns during the past 15 years are 9.7 percent for the S&P 500 and 9.3 percent for Berkshire Class A
shares.

4. See my Bloomberg View colleague Stephen Mim’s column “How College Endowments Learned to Love Risk.”

We hope you enjoyed this issue and would like to receive your feedback on articles you would be interested in or ways we can
improve our newsletter. We have a lot more information on our website at www.integratedwealthsolutions.com.au where you can
register to receive this free monthly newsletter.

John McMorrow
Editor
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That Bit Extra…
More Amazing Research Happenings in the
EXPONENTIAL WORLD to Make Our Lives
Better…Faster, Easier, Cheaper, Bigger Futures

The future is almost here –
Researchers develop 3D-printed biomaterials that degrade on demand

What it is: Researchers from Brown University have added a
new capability in 3D printing, biocompatible 3D printing.
Sterolithographic printing using UV lasers to create rigid
structures from photoactive polymer solutions has been well
established. The challenge has been that the bonds are typically
unbreakable. By using sodium alginate, a seaweed-based, non-
toxic compound capable of ionic cross-links, the Brown University
team were able to create a structure that can dissolve or degrade
at varying rates with the addition of a chelating agent. Next up for

the team is exploring potential use cases for lab-on-a-chip settings and possibly in the creation of artificial tissues.

Why it's important: Look for more ‘programmable’ elements to emerge in this rapidly expanding area of biocompatible
devices, pushing both therapeutics delivery and discovery to new levels.Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

Mercedes-Benz to offer electric version of every model by 2022
What it is: Dieter Zetsche, the Daimler chief executive,
announced at the company's investor day in Sindelfingen,
Germany their plans to offer electric versions of every Mercedes-
Benz model by 2022. To support this plan, Mercedez-Benz's
Smart city car brand will evolve into an entirely electric brand.
Daimler representatives stated that they will offer at least 50
versions of passenger cars in hybrid and fully electric variants.
According to the company's Fit for Leadership 4.0 plan, Daimler
plans to save around US$4.8 billion through this switch.

Why it's important: The transportation industry is rapidly
moving away from fossil fuels. With Volvo, Jaguar and now
Mercedes-Benz committing to roll out a fleet of electric or hybrid

models within the next 5 years, how will other automakers – and the marketplace – respond? Share on Facebook
Spotted by Sydney Fulkerson / Written by Sydney Fulkerson and Marissa Brassfield

Scientists invented a pen that can screen for cancer in seconds, versus weeks
What it is: Scientists from the University of Texas at Austin have
developed a pen called the MacSpec pen that can screen and
analyse tissue samples for cancer in just 10 seconds. The pen,
which looks like a white permanent marker with a cord down its
back, is made with a 3D-printed surgical-ready plastic tip and
uses water instead of gases and other harming solvents. The tool
works by releasing a small water droplet onto a tissue sample
and sucking the water – with some residual tissue – into a mass
spectrometer to analyse the tissue samples in real time. With
93% accuracy, the researchers identified lung, ovary, thyroid and
breast cancers using both mice and human tissue samples.



Why it's important: The World Health Organisation reports that every year, 8.8 million people die from cancer. One
way to reduce cancer deaths – especially in low- and middle-income countries – is through early detection and
treatment. This pen accelerates the speed of cancer screening from weeks to seconds. What happens to global
longevity when powerful technology like this demonetises and democratises? Share on Facebook

Spotted by Albert Speranza / Written by Sydney Fulkerson and Marissa Brassfield

John Deere's new AI lab is designing farm equipment for a more sustainable future
What it is: Setting up shop in Silicon Valley with the acquisition
of Blue River, John Deere is transforming into an AI and
software-based company focused on precision agriculture. By
tracking information at the plant level, the company aims reduce
pesticide use by 95%, which not only has an environmental
impact but will likely be more effective against herbicide-resistant
weeds such as cotton.

Why it's important: From fully automated vertical farms in
Japan to drones and AI-based solutions in farm equipment, it is
clear that every food and agriculture company must transition to
becoming a software and AI company. This explosion in cheap
sensors, computing power and the democratisation of

automated driving will fundamentally change business models in this industry. How will incumbents respond? Share on
Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

Bengaluru scientists to grow forests using drones
What it is: Indian Institute of Science (IISc) Professor KPJ Reddy
plans to use seed-bombing drones to regrow forests in
Bengaluru. Reddy's plan was inspired by World Environment Day,
when he met with scientists from IISc's aerodynamics and forest
departments to discuss how to plant as many trees as possible
throughout Karnataka’s Kolar district. The scientists decided to
use seed-bombing drones with cameras to enable them to access
areas they otherwise wouldn't be able to explore, and to
document the project's progress. The team's current goal is to
seed over 4000 hectares.

Why it's important: Drones enable us to travel easily to remote, hazardous and undeveloped areas. This seed-planting
project is a promising weapon in the fight against deforestation and could be used to plant vegetation efficiently on
<em>and</em> off the Earth. Share on Facebook

Spotted by Aryadeep S. Acharya / Written by Sydney Fulkerson and Marissa Brassfield

Electricity-free Stanford system cuts cooling costs by beaming heat Into space

What it is: A team from Stanford recently developed a roof-
mounted system called radiative sky cooling that can cool a
building using solar panel-like devices that don't require an
energy source. The system works by emitting thermal radiation
pulled from the building into the sky, using a wavelength that
allows the radiation to pass easily through the Earth's atmosphere
and out into space. The panel's multilayer optical film coating
reflects 97% of sunlight that hits the panel, eliminating thermal
energy, even in high outdoor temperatures. In their latest test, the
team placed four x 0.186m² panels on a rooftop with water
flowing through pipes underneath the panel, monitoring the
cooling temperatures over the course of three days. They

measured temperatures that were 3ºC to 5ºC lower than the ambient air, making it the first demonstration of radiative
sky cooling to cool a fluid without the use of electricity.

Why it's important: Cooling systems that don't require electricity would revolutionise energy usage. With applications
ranging from data centres to commercial and residential buildings, this breakthrough is another sustainable solution to
increase our independence from fossil fuels and enable energy abundance. Share on Facebook

Spotted by Aryadeep S. Acharya / Written by Sydney Fulkerson and Marissa Brassfield



FDA approves first gene-altering leukemia treatment, costing $475,000
What it is: Novartis recently received FDA approval to sell its
genetically engineered leukemia therapy, Kymriah. By altering a
patient’s immune cells to attack the B-cell acute lymphoblastic
leukemia – which is typically treatment-resistant – the therapy has
successfully put patients into remission 83% of the time within
three months of treatment. At a cost of $475,000, it is likely
cheaper and far less invasive than bone-marrow transplants,
which can run from US$540,000 to US$800,000.

Why it's important: We’ve recently seen several personalised
genetic immunotherapies emerge, and this is a huge first step in
oncology. While this treatment has its own side effects and
challenges, the success of its methodology shows researchers

what is now possible, opening up a new mindset and enabling strategies to attacking cancer in new ways. Share on
Facebook

Spotted by Sydney Fulkerson / Written by Jason Goodwin

Country Comparison –India by numbers

STOCKMARKETS

Country Australia India

Inflation 2.1% 3.3%

GDP - USD Billion $1340 $2,264
Government Debt to GDP 41% 69.5%
Private Debt to GDP 223% NA%
Household Debt to GDP 123% 11%
Gasoline Prices – USD/litre $0.98 $1.08
Population - Million People 24.13 1,299
Tourist Arrivals - Annual Million 9.1 10
Military Expenditure - USD Million $27,793 $55,631




